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Invited Speeches

Apertium: empowering vulnerable language communities through
free/open source rule-based machine translation

Mikel L. Forcada, Universitat d’Alacant (Alacant, Spain) and Prompsit Language Engineering
(Elx, Spain)

Language technologies, including machine translation, are crucial in our multilingual world,

particularly since a growing fraction of communication takes place online. For many languages,

reasonably useful machine translation does not yet exist, or if there is, it is often in the hands

of one or a few companies —with honourable exceptions. In the age of neural machine trans-

lation and deep learning, a concentration of translation power occurs: only a few privileged

companies (a) possess the necessary resources to collect and curate bilingual corpora which

they do not publish, (b) are able to train and execute neural machine translation models which

they usually do not publish, and (c) do so on massive computers that only they can afford,

generating large amounts of greenhouse gases and heat and leaving behind the waste generated

when building their computing facilities. This generates a kind of technological language in-

justice through dynamics of technological disempowerment in the communities of the affected

languages. As a result, speakers in technology-deprived or dependent communities experience

an incomplete citizenship, as citizenship is built and articulated through communication. Aper-

tium, a free/open-source rule-based machine translation platform, was born in 2005 when statis-

tical machine translation, the precursor of neural machine translation, was blooming. Apertium

was originally designed to deal with closely related languages such as Spanish and Catalan, but

the free/open-source licensing attracted a community that started to create systems for other

language pairs, encoding in open dictionaries and rules explicit knowledge about their languages,

knowledge that can be used to create new machine translation systems or other language tech-

nologies. In this talk, I will argue in favour of a free/open-source incarnation of such a vintage

but frugal and sustainable technology as rule-based machine translation as a way for vulnerable

language communities to technologically empower themselves.
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Machine Translation at Wikipedia

Santhosh Thottingal and Niklas Laxström, Language team, Wikimedia Foundation

Wikipedia, the multilingual encyclopedia available in over 320 languages, uses machine

translation technology primarily for article translation. The translation process involves an

integrated tool that utilizes various machine translation services to provide initial translations,

which are then refined by editors before publication. To date, approximately 1.5 million articles

have been translated. This presentation aims to introduce a human-in-the-loop product de-

sign, highlighting the provision of high-quality rich text translations through text-only machine

translation, coupled with manual curation facilitated by human edits. Additionally, we will

share insights and analytics pertaining to translation quality and translators. The discussion

will encompass the machine translation engines employed, ranging from free and open-source

systems to self-hosted services and external paid APIs. Lastly, we will present the optimiza-

tion techniques employed to scale machine translation models in order to meet the performance

requirements of Wikipedia.
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Training and integration of neural machine translation
with MTUOC

Antoni Oliver, Sergi Álvarez
Universitat Oberta de Catalunya (UOC)

{aoliverg,salvarezvid}@uoc.edu

Abstract

In this paper the goals and main objectives
of the project MTUOC are presented. This
project aims to ease the process of training
and integrating neural machine translation
(NMT) systems into professional transla-
tion environments. The MTUOC project
distributes a series of auxiliary tools that
allow to perform parallel corpus compila-
tion and preprocessing, as well as the train-
ing of NMT systems. The project also dis-
tributes a server that implements most of
the communication protocols used in com-
puter assisted translation tools.

1 Introduction

1.1 The MTUOC project
MTUOC is a project that is being developed in the
Arts and Humanities Department of the Universitat
Oberta de Catalunya (UOC). The main objective of
the project is to facilitate the training, use and in-
tegration of neural machine translation systems. It
also provides tools for training statistical systems.
Most of the software needed to train such systems
is distributed in the form of complete toolkits un-
der permissive free licenses. This makes, in princi-
ple, all this technology freely available to any pro-
fessional, company or institution. However, the
use of these toolkits brings with it a number of
problems:

• Technical skills: A relatively high level of
computer literacy is required to use these pro-
grammes. Knowledge of programming lan-
guages (e.g. Python) or scripting (e.g. Bash)

© 2023 The authors. This article is licensed under a Creative
Commons 4.0 licence, no derivative works, attribution, CC-
BY-ND.

is required. On the other hand, the docu-
mentation of these tools is not always suffi-
ciently detailed and not always properly up-
dated. This means that a lot of time is wasted
in trial and error processes until the tools can
be used effectively.

• Integration: The resulting translation engines
cannot be easily integrated into existing pro-
fessional translation workflows. Most tools
provide access through some kind of API,
usually in a server-client configuration. Some
CAT tools provide access to some translation
systems, but not all CAT tool - translation sys-
tem combinations are available.

• Hardware: some high hardware requirements
are necessary, especially for training systems.
To train statistical systems, a lot of RAM is
necessary. To train neural systems, one or
more powerful GPUs (Graphical Processing
Units) are essential.

The MTUOC project offers solutions for the first
two problems. Regarding the technical skills it
provides a number of easy-to-use Python and Bash
scripts for corpus pre-processing and system train-
ing. All these scripts are well documented and
can be easily adapted to specific needs. Regard-
ing integration issues, a fully configurable server is
provided that supports many communication pro-
tocols. This ensures compatibility with numer-
ous CAT tools. For example, the server can use
a neural engine based on Marian, but behave as
a Moses server, so it can be directly integrated
with OmegaT1, a very popular free CAT tool. The
project also provides a translation client that can

1https://omegat.org/

Esplà-Gomis, Forcada, Kuzman, Ljubešić, van Noord, Ramı́rez-Sánchez, Tiedemann, Toral (eds.)
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translate text and files in a variety of formats, in-
cluding XLIFF. The client can also generate trans-
lation memories in TMX with the content of the
machine translation, which facilitates integration
into almost all CAT tools. Finally, with reference
to the hardware problem, it should be noted that
the computing requirements for training are much
higher than for translation with already trained sys-
tems. Once a system is trained, it can be used
for translation on any average consumer computer.
In this way, many potential users can benefit from
the various free engines distributed in the MTUOC
project. To train customised systems, powerful
GPU units are required. It is possible to purchase
these units at affordable prices and install them in
consumer computers. In addition, the UOC of-
fers the possibility to establish technology transfer
agreements for the training of customised systems
at very competitive prices. This service is free of
charge for NGOs. Since all the components of the
MTUOC project are distributed under free license,
any institution or company can offer customised
training services using our components.

1.2 MT toolkits

As already mentioned, the MTUOC project pro-
vides auxiliary tools to work with the main neural
(and statistical) machine translation toolkits. Al-
though in principle the components can be adapted
to work with any toolkit, the following have been
considered and verified:

• Moses2 (Koehn et al., 2007): is a toolkit for
statistical MT systems training. Some of its
pre-processing tools (such as tokenizers and
truecasers) are still used for training neural
engines.

• Marian3 (Junczys-Dowmunt et al., 2018): is
a toolkit for neural MT systems training. It is
developed in C++ so it is very fast and effi-
cient.

• OpenNMT4 (Klein et al., 2017): it is also a
toolkit for neural MT systems training. Two
implementations are available: one based on
Python and PyTorch (OpenNMT-py) and one
based on TensorFlow (OpenNMT-tf). It in-
cludes a number of sub-projects as CTrans-

2http://www.statmt.org/moses/
3https://marian-nmt.github.io/
4https://opennmt.net/

late25, a fast inference engine for models
trained with OpenNMT, and Tokenizer, a to-
kenisation library with APIs for C++ and
Python.

• ModernMT6 (Bertoldi et al., 2018): until ver-
sion 2.5 it provided the possibility of train-
ing both statistical and neural engines, but
later versions only allow training of neural en-
gines. It stands out for its ease of training
and for providing adaptive machine transla-
tion. In this way, the translation provided will
depend on the context in which the sentence
to be translated is found.

1.3 Similar projects
There are a number of projects similar to MTUOC
that also distribute neural engines and auxiliary
programs that can be run on personal computers.
One notable project is OpusMT7. (Tiedemann and
Thottingal, 2020), which provides around 1,000
ready-to-run neural machine translation models to
run on a machine translation server. Specifically,
this project provides:

• Translation engines based on Marian-NMT.

• The engines are trained with corpora from the
Opus-MT-Train collection8

• The provided scripts can be used to train your
own systems.

• SentencePiece (Kudo and Richardson, 2018)
is used in most engines for the calculation of
subword units.

• Most engines have been trained using guided
alignment based on word-level alignment us-
ing eflomal9 (Östling, 2016).

• The related project Opus-Translator10 pro-
vides a server that can run the trained engines.

• The related project OPUS-CAT11 implements
a plug-in for Trados Studio, a computer-

5https://github.com/OpenNMT/CTranslate2
6https://github.com/modernmt/modernmt
7https://github.com/Helsinki-NLP/Opus-MT
8https://github.com/Helsinki-NLP/
Opus-MT-train
9https://github.com/robertostling/eflomal
10https://github.com/Helsinki-NLP/
OPUS-translator
11https://github.com/Helsinki-NLP/
OPUS-CAT
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assisted translation tool widely used in pro-
fessional environments.

The models trained in the Opus-MT project are
also distributed in HuggingFace12 (Wolf et al.,
2019), further facilitating the use of these engines.

Softcatalà13 is a non-profit association whose
main objective is to promote the use of the Cata-
lan language in computing, Internet and new tech-
nologies. This association leads numerous projects
for the localisation of free software projects into
Catalan. To facilitate this localisation, they use
machine translation engines and for some years
now they have been training their own neural en-
gines, which they distribute under a free licence
(Irigoyen et al., 2020). At the time of writing,
the following engines including Catalan were of-
fered with the following languages in the two di-
rections: German, Spanish, French, Dutch, Italian,
Portuguese and Spanish. The models are trained
with OpenNMT and can be used with the compo-
nents of this toolkit and also with CTranslate2. In
addition Softcatalà provides a set of tools to use
the trained models:

• A tool for processing texts in various formats
into the OpenNMT input text format.

• A server program that provides an API to
translate through a web service.

• Tools to directly translate text files or files in
PO format.

2 Components of the MTUOC project

The MTUOC project offers a series of programs
and scripts covering all steps from the creation of
parallel corpora, their cleaning and corpus com-
bination, to a program that allows to evaluate the
trained systems using the most common automatic
metrics. It also offers a series of scripts for corpus
preparation and pre-processing and training using
the toolkits presented in section 1.2. It also pro-
vides a complete server that is able to communi-
cate with the servers provided by the main toolkits
and to communicate with the client using a large
number of protocols. The programs and scripts
of the MTUOC project are programmed in Python
version 3 or are Bash scripts. All components can
be downloaded from the project’s Github page and
12https://huggingface.co/
13https://www.softcatala.org/

are distributed under a free licence. In this sec-
tion we present a brief description of each of these
components.

2.1 Programs for the creation of parallel
corpora

Training neural machine translation systems re-
quires large and good quality parallel corpora.
While there are methods and toolkits for unsu-
pervised training from monolingual corpora, su-
pervised systems using parallel corpora achieve
much higher levels of quality. Systems can be
trained with parallel corpora available in a number
of repositories, including OPUS14 (Tiedemann,
2012). However, in professional environments it is
common to have large amounts of parallel texts for
specific topics and clients, usually in some trans-
lation memory format (TMX, SDLTM, etc.) or in
the form of completed translation projects (often
in the standard XLIFF format). To take advantage
of these resources in system training, the MTUOC
project provides a number of utilities:

• TMXdetectlanguages: detects the lan-
guage codes present in a given TMX file or
in all TMX files in a given directory.

• TMX2tabtxt: converts a TMX file or all
TMX files in a given directory to tabular text.
It supports more than one possible language
code for the source language and the target
language.

• sdltm2tabtxt: converts one SDL-Trados
(SDLTM) memory or all memories in a given
directory to tabular text format.

• XLIFF2tabtxt: converts a translation
project interchange file (XLIFF) or all files in
a given directory to tabular text format.

Another very common situation in professional
environments is to have a large set of original and
translated documents of a given subject and client,
although the corresponding translation memories
are not available. The MTUOC project provides
a series of auxiliary tools that facilitate the align-
ment of these documents with hunalign15 (Varga et
al., 2007):

• a program for segmenting using SRX files
(Segmentation Rules eXchange). It allows to

14https://opus.nlpl.eu/
15https://github.com/danielvarga/hunalign
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segment a single file or all files in a directory.
The program can include the paragraph marks
(<p>) required by hunalign.

• a series of bilingual dictionaries for various
language pairs in the format required by hu-
nalign. These dictionaries have been created
from the transfer dictionaries of the Apertium
machine translation system Apertium16 (For-
cada et al., 2011).

• A program for creating the alignment script
with hunalign to speed up the alignment of
large numbers of documents.

• A program to select aligned segments above a
certain value of the confidence index provided
by hunalign.

When the files to align are parallel, that is, there
is a quite good correspondence between the source
and target documents, using hunalign we can get
very accurate alignments. It can handle missing
segments in one of the languages, and it can also
handle different relations between source and tar-
get segments (1 to many and many to one).

In some cases, we can get a set of documents
in the source language and a set in the target lan-
guage. These documents can be translation equiv-
alents but we don’t know which document is the
translation, as the names doesn’t’ match. The doc-
uments can talk about similar concept but they are
different, and some parallel segments might ex-
ists. In these cases, techniques for mining parallel
segments in comparable corpora (Schwenk, 2018)
may be very productive. The MTUOC project
includes a program that can perform this min-
ing using SBERT (Reimers and Gurevych, 2019).
The program provides you with parallel segments
sorted by a confidence score. A visual inspec-
tion of the results is usual enough to select the
lower score limit and reject parallel segments with
a lower score.

2.2 Parallel corpus cleaning program

When obtaining or creating a parallel corpus,
it is useful to clean up the corpus. MTUOC
provides a parallel corpus cleaning program
(MTUOC clean parallel corpus.py) that
can perform the following actions:

16https://www.apertium.org/

• Replace the typographical apostro-
phe with the standard apostrophe
(norm apostrophe).

• Remove HMTL and XML tags (remove
tags).

• Replace HTML/XML entities with their cor-
responding characters (unescape html).

• Remove parallel segments with empty seg-
ments (remove empty).

• Remove segments that are too short by
setting a minimum number of characters
(remove short).

• Remove segments where the segment in the
source language and the segment in the target
language are the same (remove equal).

• Remove the segments in which the percent-
age of numbers in either language is higher
than a certain value (remove NUMPC).

• If you want to preprocess to train Moses sys-
tems, replace the characters [ and | in the
corpus by their corresponding HMTL entities
(escapeforMoses ).

• Remove segments containing the specified el-
ements from a file (stringFromFile).

• Remove segments that match at some point
the regular expressions indicated in a file
(regexFromFile).

• Check that the language of the source seg-
ment is correct (vSL).

• Check that the language of the target segment
is correct (vSL).

• Check that the language of the target segment
is not a certain language (vNOTL).

• The number of languages detected by the au-
tomatic language detection algorithm can be
limited by using the vSetLanguages op-
tion.

• Remove segments written in upper case
(noUPPER).

8



2.3 Parallel corpora rescoring
Once we have cleaned the corpus, we have a set of
segment pairs that do not have any of the selected
problems. Anyway, both segments in the segment
pair can be clean, but they may not be translation
equivalents. It is possible to calculate a score that
provides an idea of the translation equivalence be-
tween the source and target segments in the seg-
ment pair. This can be achieved calculating the
sentence embedding of the source and target seg-
ment using a multilingual model, and calculating
a distance measure, as the cosine distance, for ex-
ample.

The toolkit provides a program that performs
two actions:

• Language detection of the source and target
segments, using fasttext. This tool offers two
interesting features: it returns the detected
language along with a detection confidence
score and users can easily train their own lan-
guage detection models.

• Scoring all the segments with the cosine dis-
tance of the sentence embedding representa-
tion calculated using a multilingual model,
LaBSE (Feng et al., 2022) by default.

After the scoring process is completed, we use
a companion program to select the parallel seg-
ments matching a series of conditions: languages
detected and language detection confidence score;
and a minimum confidence score based on the co-
sine distance.

2.4 Parallel corpus combination program
Another common situation in professional envi-
ronments is to have a large number of translation
memories and original and translated texts which,
once processed with the programs described in
section 2.1, generate a parallel corpus of insuf-
ficient size for system training. The MTUOC
project provides a series of programs to select
from a parallel corpus the segments most similar
to those of another parallel corpus. For example,
we have a parallel corpus A of the pair L1 - L2
but it is not large enough to train a system. We
also have a much larger corpus B for the same lan-
guage pair. We are interested in selecting from cor-
pus B the segments that are most similar to those
of corpus A. The program calculates the L1 lan-
guage model from corpus A and from this lan-
guage model it selects the most similar segments

from corpus B (verifying the perplexity of the L1
segments of corpus B with respect to the language
model). The program also divides the A+B corpus
into three parts:

• training (train): will contain segments from A
and B.

• validation (val): will contain only segments
from A.

• evaluation (eval): will contain only segments
from A.

In this way, corpus B extends only the training
corpus, as the validation is carried out exclusively
with segments of corpus A.

The same program can be used in the case we
only have a monolingual corpus A and a parallel
corpus B. We can select the most similar parallel
segments from B using the corpus A. In this case,
when dividing the resulting corpus into training,
validation and evaluation, all these sets will con-
tain only segments from corpus B.

2.5 Script for the preparation of parallel
corpora

MTUOC distributes all the necessary components
to prepare the parallel corpus for further prepro-
cessing. We have made a distinction between these
two phases, preparation and preprocessing, since
the preparation steps are (or at least can be) com-
mon for the training of statistical and neural sys-
tems. In contrast, the preprocessing step will be
different. The components for corpus preparation
are:

• Tokenisers for the following languages:
Aragonese (arg), Asturian (ast), Catalan (cat),
German (deu), English (eng), French (fra),
Galician (gal), Italian (ita), japanese (jap),
Portuguese (por), Russian (rus), Sardinian
(srd), Spanish (spa) and Chinese (zho). A
generic tokeniser (gen) is also distributed
which can be used for other languages. In
addition, a pseudo-tokeniser is distributed for
Chinese (zho-pseudo) which simply separates
all characters in the file by whitespace and
another Chinese tokeniser based on the jieba
footnote library17 (zho jieba). These tokenis-
ers have different modes of operation and can

17https://github.com/fxsjy/jieba
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represent tokens with either joiners or split-
ters to facilitate subsequent detokenisation.
Tokenisers also function as detokenisers. To-
kenisers give the option to separate digits
from numerical expressions, a common prac-
tice in neural engine training. New language-
specific tokenisers for other languages will be
added in the future.

• Truecasers, both the training program and the
program that carries out the truecasing pro-
cess. The truecaser can be trained with a cor-
pus and a dictionary of language forms.

• Programs to replace emails and URLs with
configurable codes.

• Program for splitting the corpus into frag-
ments of different number of segments. It is
useful to divide the corpus into training, vali-
dation and evaluation fragments.

All these steps can be performed with a single
program that is fully configurable by means of a
yaml configuration file, which can be easily edited
in any text editor.

2.6 Scripts for the preprocessment of parallel
corpora

In this step we perform a series of operations that
depend on the type of engine we want to train.
Three different programs are provided, which are
configured by means of yaml files.

• For statistical engines, the steps of replac-
ing numerical expressions with codes are per-
formed and the characters [ and | are replaced
by their corresponding entities.

• For neural engines using BPE (Byte Pair
Encoding) (Sennrich et al., 2016) for sub-
word calculation using the subword-nmt al-
gorithm18.

• For neural engines using SentencePiece19

(Kudo and Richardson, 2018) for subword
computation.

2.7 Training scripts
Scripts for training translation systems are pro-
vided for several toolkits, namely
18https://github.com/rsennrich/
subword-nmt
19https://github.com/google/sentencepiece

• Moses: scripts are provided to perform all the
training in one step or to perform the differ-
ent steps individually: training (of the lan-
guage and translation model), SALM (Suffix
Array tool kit for empirical Language Manip-
ulations), optimisation and binarisation.

• Marian: scripts for s2s and transformer sys-
tems.

• OpenNMT: scripts for transformer type sys-
tems.

2.8 MTUOC server

The models we train, whether statistical with
Moses or neural with Marian or OpenNMT, can be
implemented in a program that works as a transla-
tion server, that is, as a program that waits to re-
ceive segments to be translated and returns these
translated segments. Figure 1 shows the opera-
tion scheme of the client-server configuration. The
client can be the MTUOC-Translator (see section
2.9) or a CAT tool. This client program sends the
segments to the MTUOC server. The segments can
be sent and received in different protocols, which
allows this machine translation system to be com-
patible with various computer-assisted translation
tools. Specifically, it can use the following proto-
cols:

• MTUOC: a simple protocol specific to the
project. We have developed a plug-in for Tra-
dos Studio 2019, 2021 and 2022.20

• Moses: the same protocol used by the server
provided by this toolkit. It can be used, for ex-
ample, with OmegaT and Trados Studio 2017
and 2019.

• ModernMT: the same protocol as the server
provided by this toolkit. It can be used, for
example, with Okapi tools21 (Tikal and Rain-
bow).

• OpenNMT: the same protocol as the server
provide by this toolkit.

• NMTWizard: the same protocol used by this
server.22.

20https://github.com/aoliverg/
MTUOC-Trados-plugin
21https://okapiframework.org/
22https://github.com/OpenNMT/nmt-wizard
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Figure 1: Client-Server configuration in MTUOC engines

The client sends the segment as it is, and the
MTUOC server preprocesses it (e.g. tokenises,
truecases and SentencePiece) and sends it to the
appropriate translation server (e.g. marian-server).
When the MTUOC server receives the translated
segment it post-processes it (e.g. detokenises, de-
truecases and undoes the SentencePiece subword)
and sends it back to the client program.

Do not confuse the protocol that the MTUOC
server will use with the translation system it will
use. For example, we may have a neural engine
trained with Marian but we want to use it with a
tool that is only compatible with the Moses server
protocol. In this case we can run the MTUOC
server in Moses mode and it will be compatible
with the desired tool, but it will actually be trans-
lating with a Marian neural engine.

MTUOC-server can be run in personal com-
puters or in physical or virtual servers. Running
the server in your own computer or server ensures
you full confidentiality, as no information goes out
from your premises. No GPU is required to run
the server, but using GPUs will speed up scientif-
ically the translation speed. Having your own en-
gines integrated in MTUOC-server allows you to
run as much instances as necessary in case of very
heavy use. For very heavy use scenarios, a wsgi
server such as gunicorn23 can be used along with

23https://gunicorn.org/

MTUOC-server.

2.9 MTUOC Translator

The MTUOC project provides a client program
with a simple user interface that allows to translate
segments and files in different formats. It also pro-
vides a version without graphical interface that is
useful in the evaluation process of trained engines.

2.10 Tag processing in MTUOC

The MTUOC server includes an automatic
XML/HTML tag retrieval algorithm. The train-
ing of the engines is carried out with corpora in
which all tags have been removed and the trans-
lation is carried out with untagged segments. If
the segment to be translated contains tags, these
are removed. Once the segment has been trans-
lated, the tags are retrieved from the original seg-
ment with tags, from the untagged translation and
from the alignment information provided by the
translation engine. Statistical engines trained with
Moses are able to return reliable alignment infor-
mation. Neural engines, especially if they are of
the transformer type, do not return reliable align-
ment if they are not trained with guided alignment.
If trained with guided alignment they are able to
return quite accurate alignment information, but
this information will be relative to the sub-words.

The tag retrieval algorithm is able to retrieve
tags even if subword-based information is avail-
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able.

2.11 Evaluation program
The project distributes an evaluation program
that provides several automatic evaluation metrics:
BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002), NIST (Dodding-
ton, 2002), WER (Word Error Rate) (Nießen et
al., 2000), %Ed. dist., TER (Translation Error
Rate) (Klakow and Peters, 2002) and COMET24

(Reimers and Gurevych, 2019).
To facilitate the use of this program, it is pro-

vided in two versions: one with a graphical user
interface and one to be used from the terminal. The
program calculates global values and it can also
calculate detailed values by segment.

3 Free MT engines

The MTUOC project provides a growing number
of freely downloadable MT engines. Most of the
engines are based on Marian with a transformer
configuration and guided-alignment. At the time
of writing this paper, the following engines were
available:

• General language: spa↔cat, eng↔spa,
eng↔cat, fra↔spa, fra↔cat, rus↔spa,
rus ↔cat

• International relations (using UNPC corpus):
ara↔spa, eng ↔spa, fra ↔spa, rus ↔spa,
zho ↔spa. Catalan version with synthetic
corpora through Spanish using Apertium:
ara↔cat, eng ↔cat, fra ↔cat, rus ↔cat,
zho ↔cat.

• Patents (using EuroPat corpus): eng ↔spa,
eng ↔fra, eng ↔deu.

• Legislation (using the DOGC corpus):
cat ↔spa

The complete and up-to-date list of MT en-
gines can be seen in the MTUOC project
wiki.25

4 Conclusions and future work

In this paper we have presented the MTUOC
project, aiming to make the process of train-
ing and integrating NMT systems easier.

24https://unbabel.github.io/COMET/html/
index.html
25https://github.com/aoliverg/
MTUOC-project/wiki

With the components of this project, any pro-
fessional or translation company will be able
to use their own MT systems. One of the
goals of the project is to make the developed
tools usable for most users, regardless of their
technical skills. We are now working on con-
verting the scripts into programs with GUI in-
terfaces to make them even easier to use.

This set of tools is being actively used in
teaching activities at the bachelor and mas-
ter levels at the UOC, and students with no
previous knowledge of the use of terminal
and scripts are able to perform all the pro-
cesses involved in the training of statistical
and neural systems. The tools are also be-
ing used in production environments, where
custom NMT systems have been trained and
used in translation projects.

In the future we plan to train and make freely
available more NMT systems. We also want
to offer NMT systems for low resourced lan-
guage pairs, starting for some Romance lan-
guages in Spain: Asturian, Aragonses and
Aranese.
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Abstract

adaptNMT is an open-source application
that offers a streamlined approach to the
development and deployment of Recurrent
Neural Networks and Transformer models.
This application is built upon the widely-
adopted OpenNMT ecosystem, and is par-
ticularly useful for new entrants to the
field, as it simplifies the setup of the devel-
opment environment and creation of train,
validation, and test splits. The application
offers a graphing feature that illustrates the
progress of model training, and employs
SentencePiece for creating subword seg-
mentation models. Furthermore, the ap-
plication provides an intuitive user inter-
face that facilitates hyperparameter cus-
tomization. Notably, a single-click model
development approach has been imple-
mented, and models developed by adapt-
NMT can be evaluated using a range of
metrics. To encourage eco-friendly re-
search, adaptNMT incorporates a green re-
port that flags the power consumption and
kgCO2 emissions generated during model
development. The application is freely
available.1
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Commons 4.0 licence, no derivative works, attribution, CC-
BY-ND.
1http://github.com/adaptNMT

2 Introduction

Explainable Artificial Intelligence (XAI) (Arrieta
et al., 2020) aims to ensure that the outcomes of
AI solutions are easily comprehensible to humans.
In light of this goal, adaptNMT has been devel-
oped to provide users with a form of Explain-
able Neural Machine Translation (XNMT). The
typical NMT process comprises several indepen-
dent stages, including setting up the environment,
preparing the dataset, training subword models,
parameterizing and training the main models, eval-
uating and deploying them. By adopting a modular
approach, this framework has established an effec-
tive NMT model development process that caters
to both technical and non-technical practitioners in
the field. To address the environmental impact of
building and running large AI models (Henderson
et al., 2020; Jooste et al., 2022b), we have also pro-
duced a “green report” that calculates carbon emis-
sions. While primarily intended as an information
aid, this report will hopefully encourage the devel-
opment of reusable and sustainable models.

This research endeavors to create models and
applications that address the challenges of lan-
guage technology, which will be particularly ben-
eficial for those new to the field of Machine Trans-
lation (MT) and those seeking to learn more about
NMT.

The application is built on OpenNMT2 (Klein
et al., 2017) and thus inherits all of its features.
Unlike many NMT toolkits, a command line inter-
face (CLI) is not used, and the interface is designed
and fully implemented in Google Colab.3 For both
educational and research purposes, a cloud-hosted
solution like Colab is often more user-friendly.

2https://opennmt.net
3colab.research.google.com

Esplà-Gomis, Forcada, Kuzman, Ljubešić, van Noord, Ramı́rez-Sánchez, Tiedemann, Toral (eds.)

Proceedings of the 1st Workshop on Open Community-Driven Machine Translation, p. 15–20
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Additionally, the training of models can be mon-
itored and controlled via a Google Colab mobile
app, which is useful for long-run builds. The
adaptNMT framework also includes GUI controls
that allow for the customization of all crucial pa-
rameters needed for NMT model training.

The application can be run in local mode to
utilize existing infrastructure or hosted mode for
rapid infrastructure scaling. A deploy function is
also included to allow for the immediate deploy-
ment of trained models.

This paper begins by presenting background in-
formation on NMT and NMT tools in Section 3,
followed by a detailed description of the adapt-
NMT architecture and its key features in Section
4. The system is discussed in Section 5 before con-
cluding with a discussion of future work in Section
6. A more in-depth system description, coupled
with an empirical evaluation of models developed
using the application, is outlined in a separate pa-
per (Lankford et al., 2023a).

3 Related Work

3.1 NMT

In addition to the ongoing research dedicated to
developing state-of-the-art (SOTA) NMT models,
comprehensive descriptions of this technology are
readily available in the literature, making it acces-
sible to individuals who are new to the field or have
limited technical expertise (Way, 2019).

NMT has benefitted from the availability of
large parallel corpora, leading to the development
of high-performing MT models. The field of MT
has experienced significant advancements through
the application of NMT, particularly after the intro-
duction of the Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017)
architecture, which has resulted in SOTA perfor-
mance across multiple language pairs (Bojar et al.,
2017; Bojar et al., 2018; Lankford et al., 2021a;
Lankford et al., 2021b; Lankford et al., 2022a;
Lankford et al., 2022b).

3.2 NMT Tools

In essence, adaptNMT is an IPython wrapper built
on OpenNMT, enabling it to benefit from Open-
NMT’s extensive feature set and continuous code
maintenance. However, adaptNMT takes abstrac-
tion to a higher level than OpenNMT, with greater
focus on usability, particularly for newcomers.
As a result, adaptNMT facilitates easy and fast
deployment, offering features such as more pre-

processing, as well as GUI control over model cre-
ation. Moreover, it incorporates green features in
line with current research efforts towards smaller
models with reduced carbon footprints, making it
suitable for educational and research environments
alike.

Other commonly used frameworks for develop-
ing NMT systems include FAIRSEQ4 (Ott et al.,
2019), an open-source sequence modelling toolkit
based on PyTorch that allows for training models
for translation, summarization, and language mod-
elling. Marian5 (Junczys-Dowmunt et al., 2018),
on the other hand, is an NMT framework based on
dynamic computation graphs and developed using
C++. OpenNMT is an open-source NMT frame-
work that has been widely adopted in the research
community and covers the entire MT workflow
from data preparation to live inference.

4 Architecture of adaptNMT

After providing a general overview of NMT and
NMT development systems, we introduce the
adaptNMT tool, which enables users to configure
the components of the NMT development process.
The platform’s system architecture is depicted in
Figure 1. The tool is built as an IPython note-
book and leverages the Pytorch implementation of
OpenNMT for training models. Additionally, Sen-
tencePiece is used to train subword models. Using
a Jupyter notebook facilitates sharing the applica-
tion with other members of the MT community,
and the application’s setup is simplified since all
necessary packages are downloaded dynamically
as the application runs.

The system has two deployment options: run-
ning it locally or as a Colab instance via Google
Cloud. In order to build translation models, the
system requires parallel text corpora for both the
source and target languages. A Tensorboard vi-
sualization allows for real-time monitoring of the
model training process. At runtime, users can se-
lect to use the system for either model building or
translation services, or both. Additionally, as de-
picted in Figure 1, the system enables the genera-
tion of an ensemble output during translation. Fi-
nally, trained models can be easily deployed to a
pre-configured location.

4https://github.com/facebookresearch/
fairseq
5https://marian-nmt.github.io
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Figure 1: Proposed architecture for adaptNMT: a language-agnostic NMT development environment. The system is designed
to run either in the cloud or using local infrastructure. Models are trained using parallel corpora. Visualization and extensive
logging enable real-time monitoring. Models are developed using vanilla RNN-based NMT, Transformer-based approaches
or transfer learning using a fine-tuning approach. Translation and evaluation can be carried out using either single models or
ensembles.

4.1 adaptNMT
The application may be run as an IPython Jupyter
notebook or as a Google Colab application. Given
the ease of integrating large Google drive storage
into Colab, the application has been used exclu-
sively as a Google Colab application for our own
experiments.

4.1.1 Initialization and logging
Initialization enables connection to Google

Drive to run experiments, automatic installation
of Python, OpenNMT,6 SentencePiece,7 Pytorch
and other applications. The visualization section
enables real-time graphing of model development.
All log files are stored and can be viewed to inspect
training convergence, the model’s training and val-
idation accuracy and changes in learning rates.

4.1.2 Modes of operation
There are two modes of operation: local or

cloud. In local mode, the application is run so
6https://opennmt.net
7https://github.com/google/sentencepiece

that models are built using the user’s local GPU
resources. The option to use cloud mode en-
ables users to develop models using Google’s GPU
clusters. For shorter training times, the unpaid
Colab option is adequate. However, for a small
monthly subscription, the Google Colab Pro option
is worthwhile since users have access to improved
GPU and compute resources. Furthermore, using
Google Cloud may be considered as the “green op-
tion” since its platform uses 100% renewables (La-
coste et al., 2019).

4.1.3 Customization of models
The system has been developed to allow users to

select variations to the underlying model architec-
ture. A vanilla RNN or Transformer approach may
be selected to develop the NMT model. The cus-
tomization mode enables users to specify the exact
parameters required for the chosen approach. One
of the features, AutoBuild, enables a user to build
an NMT model in three simple steps: (i) upload
source and target files, (ii) select RNN or Trans-
former, and (iii) click AutoBuild.
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4.1.4 Use of subword segmentation
In the NMT development process, users can

specify the type of optimizer for learning and
choose from different subword models. The sub-
word model functionality allows for the selection
of a subword model type and the choice of vocabu-
lary size, currently offering either a SentencePiece
unigram or a SentencePiece BPE model.

A user may upload a dataset which includes the
train, validation and test splits for both source and
target languages. In cases where a user has not al-
ready created the required splits for model training,
single source and target files may be uploaded. Au-
tomated splitting of the uploaded dataset into train,
validation, and test files is then performed based on
the user’s chosen split ratio.

Given that building NMT models typically de-
mands long training times, an automatic notifica-
tion feature is incorporated that informs the user
by email when model training has been completed.

4.1.5 Translation and evaluation
The application supports not only the training

of models but also the translation and evaluation of
model performance. For translation using pre-built
models, users can specify the model name as a hy-
perparameter which is subsequently used to trans-
late and evaluate the test files. The option for creat-
ing an ensemble output is also available, with users
simply naming the models to be used in generating
the ensemble output.

Once the system has been built, the user can se-
lect the model to be used for translating the test
set. While human evaluation is often considered
the most insightful approach for evaluating trans-
lation quality, it can be limited by factors such
as availability, cost, and subjectivity. Thus, auto-
matic evaluation metrics are frequently employed,
particularly by developers monitoring incremental
progress of systems. A further discussion on the
advantages and disadvantages of human and auto-
matic evaluation is available in the literature (Way,
2018).

Several automatic evaluation metrics provided
by SacreBleu8 (Post, 2018) are used: BLEU (Pap-
ineni et al., 2002), TER (Snover et al., 2006) and
ChrF (Popović, 2015). Translation quality can also
be evaluated using Meteor (Denkowski and Lavie,
2014) and F1 score (Melamed et al., 2003). Note
that BLEU, ChrF, Meteor and F1 are precision-

8https://github.com/mjpost/sacrebleu

based metrics, so higher scores are better, whereas
TER is an error-based metric and lower scores in-
dicate better translation quality. Evaluation op-
tions available include standard (truecase) and
lowercase BLEU scores, a sentence-level BLEU
score option, ChrF1 and ChrF3.

There are three levels of logging: model de-
velopment logs for graphing, training console out-
put and experimental results. A references section
outlines resources which are relevant to develop-
ing, using and understanding adaptNMT. Valida-
tion during training is currently conducted using
model accuracy and perplexity (PPL).

4.2 Infrastructure

Rapid prototype development is possible through
a Google Colab Pro subscription using NVIDIA
Tesla P100 PCIe 16GB graphic cards and up to
27GB of memory when available.

5 Discussion

Numerous tools have been developed to assess the
carbon footprint of NLP (Bannour et al., 2021).
The notion of sustainable NLP has also gained
momentum as an independent research track, with
high-profile conferences such as the EACL 2021
Green and Sustainable NLP track dedicating re-
sources to this area.9

Given these developments, we have incorpo-
rated a ”green report” into adaptNMT that logs
the kgCO2 generated during model development.
This aligns with the industry’s increasing fo-
cus on quantifying the environmental impact of
NLP. In fact, it has been demonstrated that high-
performing MT systems can be developed with
much lower carbon footprints, leading to signifi-
cant energy cost savings for a real translation com-
pany (Jooste et al., 2022a).

The risks associated with relying on Large
Language Models (LLMs) have been well-
documented in the literature. The discussion sur-
rounding these models emphasizes not only their
environmental impact but also the inherent bi-
ases and dangers they pose for low-resource lan-
guages (Bender et al., 2021). It is important to
note that smaller, in-domain datasets can yield
high-performing NMT models, and the adaptNMT
framework makes this approach easily accessible
and understandable.
9https://2021.eacl.org/news/
green-and-sustainable-nlp
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6 Conclusion and Future Work

We have introduced adaptNMT, an application
that manages the entire NMT model development,
evaluation, and deployment workflow.

As for future work, our development efforts
will be directed towards incorporating new trans-
fer learning methods and improving our ability to
track environmental costs. We will integrate mod-
ern zero-shot and few-shot approaches, as seen
in the GPT3 (Brown et al., 2020) and Facebook
LASER (Artetxe and Schwenk, 2019) frameworks.
While the existing adaptNMT application is fo-
cused on customizing NMT models, we will also
develop a separate application, adaptLLM (Lank-
ford et al., 2023b; Lankford et al., 2023c), for fine-
tuning LLMs. In particular, adaptLLM will cater
for low-resource language pairs such as NLLB
(Costa-jussà et al., 2022).

The green report integrated into the application
represents our first implementation of a sustain-
able NLP feature within adaptNMT. We plan to en-
hance this feature by improving the user interface
and providing recommendations on how to de-
velop greener models. As an open-source project,
we invite the community to contribute new ideas
and improvements to the development of this fea-
ture.
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Abstract

Modern natural language processing tasks
such as text simplification or summariza-
tion are typically formulated as monolin-
gual machine translation tasks. This re-
quires appropriate datasets to train, tune,
and evaluate the models. This paper de-
scribes the creation of a parallel Finnish–
Easy Finnish dataset from the Yle News
archives. The dataset contains 1919 manu-
ally verified pairs of articles, each contain-
ing an article in Easy Finnish (selkosuomi)
and a corresponding article from Standard
Finnish news. Standard Finnish texts total
687555 words, and Easy Finnish texts have
106733 words. This new aligned resource
was created automatically based on the Yle
News archives from the Language Bank
of Finland (Kielipankki) and manually
checked by a human expert. The dataset is
available for download from Kielipankki.
This resource will allow for more effec-
tive Easy Language research and for cre-
ating applications for automatic simplifica-
tion and/or summarization of Finnish texts.

1 Introduction

Easy and Plain Languages can be considered lan-
guage varieties of different national languages
with reduced linguistic complexity, which aim to
improve the readability and comprehensibility of
texts (Maaß, 2020). However, “Easy Language”
is not exactly a uniform concept, but more of an
umbrella term (Lindholm and Vanhatalo, 2021).

© 2023 The authors. This article is licensed under a Creative
Commons 4.0 licence, no derivative works, attribution, CC-
BY-ND.

Easy Language media in the Nordic countries have
a long history, with the first documented signs of
explicit usage of Easy Language in Sweden dat-
ing back to the 1960s (ibid.). In Finland, the first
books and magazines in Easy Finnish were pub-
lished in the early 1980s (Leskelä, 2021). Right
now, Easy Language is well-established in Finland
in practice, and the general attitude towards it is
mainly positive (ibid.). Archives of selkosuomi
[Easy Finnish] texts are available in the Language
Bank of Finland (Kielipankki1). However, despite
the availability of these resources, there seemingly
has been no effort to create a sizeable aligned par-
allel corpus. Our research aims to fill this gap.

Our corpus is based on the Yle news archives
available on Kielipankki (Yle Finnish News
Archive 2019–20202 and Yle News Archive Easy-
to-read Finnish 2019–20203). Yle is a Finnish
public service media company. It provides content
for different audiences, including special target
groups such as Easy Finnish language users. Yle
Uutiset selkosuomeksi [Yle News in Easy Finnish]
provides short (about 5 minutes) daily radio and
TV broadcasts. The radio broadcasts are also pub-
lished on Yle’s website in text form. In this paper,
our focus is on the news in text format.

The reason for creating this corpus is twofold.
First, we wanted to provide a resource for study-
ing the simplification strategies used by simple
language content providers. This task requires
parallel data in which Standard Finnish texts are
aligned with their simplified versions. Second,
we wanted to start working towards creating auto-
matic text simplification tools for Finnish. Nowa-
days, automatic text simplification is typically seen

1https://www.kielipankki.fi/
2http://urn.fi/urn:nbn:fi:lb-2021050401
3http://urn.fi/urn:nbn:fi:lb-2021050701
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as a monolingual machine translation (MT) prob-
lem (Kriz et al., 2019), and MT models require
parallel text data to train on. In this stage of
our research, we have developed and applied the
methodology for text alignment and manually as-
sessed the alignments. The current dataset is avail-
able online and can be used for training models
in low-resource settings. The Standard Finnish ar-
ticles have 687555 words in total, and the Easy
Finnish articles amount to 106733 words.

2 Related work

Parallel datasets for monolingual machine trans-
lation are often created based on news. For ex-
ample, the CNN / DailyMail dataset (Hermann
et al., 2015) of unique news articles written by
journalists at CNN and the Daily Mail is used
for abstractive and extractive summarization, and
the ParaPhraserPlus corpus (Gudkov et al., 2020),
which contains pairs of similar news headlines, is
used for paraphrase generation. News-based cor-
pora are also used for simplification, such as the
Newsela corpus, which consists of news articles
simplified manually by professional editors (Xu et
al., 2015).

To align Easy Finnish articles with Standard
Finnish equivalents, we used sentence embed-
dings. Multilingual sentence embeddings are of-
ten applied in paraphrase identification: for exam-
ple, Girrbach (2022) showed that publicly avail-
able, pretrained models already achieve solid per-
formance on this task. Khairova et al. (2022)
also prove the advantages of using the fine-tuned
Sentence-BERT language model for classifying
paraphrased sentences over other modern models.

Current research on Easy Finnish covers many
different resources and methods. One of the most
recent papers containing corpus-based research fo-
cuses on the meanings of the word ihminen [hu-
man] and its usage in Easy Finnish and Standard
Finnish news articles (Valtasalmi, 2021). It is a
good example of research that could potentially
benefit from our parallel corpus. Leskelä (2022)
takes spoken Easy Finnish as a primary topic, and
Hyppönen (2022) focuses on the cognitive acces-
sibility assessment of different service websites.

According to the interviews conducted by
Kulkki-Nieminen (2010), the main three target
groups for news in Easy Finnish are immigrants,
older adults, and people with intellectual disabil-
ities. When Yle Uutiset selkosuomeksi started

broadcasting, however, it was primarily aimed at
heritage Finnish speakers who had learned Finnish
at home but were no longer in the Finnish lan-
guage environment (P. Seppä, personal communi-
cation, March 3, 2023). Kulkki-Nieminen (2010)
conducted the interviews about the main topic of
their research, namely the linguistic analysis of the
language feature specific to Easy Finnish texts.

3 Dataset creation

3.1 Data selection and preprocessing

Kielipankki has multiple archives of Yle news.
When we started creating our dataset, there was
a more extensive archive comprising articles from
2011–2018 and a smaller archive for 2019–2020.
To test our methodology and, at the same time,
work with more modern texts, we chose the
smaller archive.

Yle News in Easy Finnish and general Yle news,
as well as the Swedish Yle partition, are stored
in different archives. These archives are in JSON
format and contain all available information about
each article, including image captions within the
text, topics, subjects, etc. Upon looking at the reg-
ular Finnish news archive, we noticed that Easy
Finnish news articles are often mixed into it, so
we had to filter out such occasions, removing en-
tries with a “selkouutiset” topic. We did not per-
form additional preprocessing on the articles apart
from cleaning out noise (non-Latin symbols, emo-
jis, etc.).

3.2 Reducing the search space

There is no explicit alignment between the Easy
Finnish news. Before looking for pairs of texts,
we had to decide to only look for pairs between
articles that came out on the same day. As we
learned later, it is a valid approach since most regu-
lar news articles, if selected for Easy Finnish news,
are translated and come on air within 24 hours (P.
Seppä, personal communication, March 3, 2023).
However, in some cases, non-urgent matters are
covered in Easy Finnish news later.

The Easy Finnish news from each day’s ra-
dio broadcast is usually combined on one page,
and each paragraph covers its own event. There-
fore, we matched these paragraphs to Standard
Finnish news from the same day. Since we were
looking for Standard Finnish equivalents of selko-
suomi news in a one-to-all fashion, meaning that
we looked through all Standard Finnish articles
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each time in order to find a match for a single
selkosuomi article, we wanted to limit the num-
ber of Standard Finnish articles we have to look
through at each step. Therefore, we did not just
limit matching to articles from the same day but
also only looked at Standard Finnish articles with
some of the same subjects that the selkosuomi ar-
ticles from this day had. Sometimes the articles
are translated into Easy Finnish from Swedish (P.
Seppä, personal communication, March 3, 2023),
but for this project, we limited ourselves to match-
ing only Finnish articles.

3.3 Alignment strategies

After the article matching explained in the previ-
ous section, we tried different techniques to find
pairs of Finnish and Easy Finnish articles dis-
cussing the same topic.

The first strategy we tested was to try and match
some articles based on the same image captions.
For that, we lifted the same-day limitation. Un-
fortunately, upon inspection, this strategy proved
to be unreliable, so we did not use it. Some cap-
tions were too broad to guarantee that all articles
in which the corresponding image is found are on
the same topic. However, we do not completely
abandon this strategy and acknowledge that paired
with paraphrase identification techniques, it could
be used for expanding the dataset.

In order to find pairs of equivalent articles, we
needed a tool to estimate the similarity between
two texts. To do so, we looked at Doc2Vec and
Sentence Transformers to obtain document embed-
dings that can be used to measure the cosine simi-
larity between them.

Doc2Vec is a model that can represent a docu-
ment (i.e., a text of one or more sentences) as a sin-
gle vector. We used the Gensim implementation4

based on Le and Mikolov (2014) and a Senten-
cePiece5 unigram language model (Kudo, 2018)
for tokenization. To train the SentencePiece and
Doc2Vec models, we used the Yle News archives
from 2016–2018,6 something not yet included in
our dataset. A total of 202,656 articles were used
for Doc2Vec, and 1 million randomly selected sen-
tences for SentencePiece.

Sentence Transformers are language models
used to derive semantically meaningful sentence
4https://radimrehurek.com/gensim/models/
doc2vec.html
5https://github.com/google/sentencepiece
6http://urn.fi/urn:nbn:fi:lb-2017070501

embeddings. For this project, we used one of
the models from SBERT7 (Reimers and Gurevych,
2019): the multilingual knowledge-distilled ver-
sion of multilingual Universal Sentence En-
coder (Yang et al., 2020), version 2 (distiluse-base-
multilingual-cased-v2). Version 1 is said to have
better performance but does not include Finnish,
so we opted for the second version. In order to
get an embedding of a document, we take the
average of all sentence vectors in the document.
Since this model makes a vector for each individ-
ual sentence, transforming larger articles into vec-
tors can be computationally expensive, so we only
use the first 15 sentences to make an article’s vec-
tor. It should be noted that the length of most Easy
Finnish articles does not exceed this limit.

We manually compared both approaches on a set
of Standard Finnish and Easy Finnish articles from
the same random date. After looking at a sample
of Standard and Easy Finnish articles from a few
days, we found out that, even though the Sentence
Transformer operated with only the first 15 sen-
tences of the documents, as opposed to Doc2Vec,
which utilized the entire documents, the Sentence
Transformer performed better in finding equivalent
articles. It also gave more representative scores:
true pairs received high similarity scores (> 0.6),
and false pairs received low scores (≤ 0.3), as
opposed to the Doc2Vec model, where the scores
were between 0.47 and 0.6. It is possible that a
larger Doc2Vec model could have given better re-
sults. Still, for the sake of convenience and repro-
ducibility of our work, we chose to proceed with
the Sentence Transformer architecture for measur-
ing semantic similarity.

3.4 Similarity threshold

For each Easy Finnish article in our collection, we
found a Standard Finnish pair by choosing the arti-
cle with the highest cosine similarity. Sometimes,
it was impossible to find a good match. We had to
establish a threshold of cosine similarity because,
obviously, lower scores indicate a higher possibil-
ity of a false match. As seen in Figure 1, most
pairs have cosine similarity scores between 0.6 and
0.7, with a little less than 500 pairs having a score
of 0.5. We decided to perform the human eval-
uation on articles with scores from 0.6 to 1 to as-
sess whether the scores actually represent semantic
similarity and, if so, what the threshold should be.

7https://www.sbert.net/
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Figure 1: Distribution of cosine similarity scores across arti-
cle pairs. X-axis is the approximated cosine similarity, y-axis
is the number of pairs.

4 Evaluation

We ended up with 1919 pairs of articles with high
(≥ 0.6) similarity scores. An expert was asked to
evaluate each pair and give it one of three scores:
“positive” – if the articles are definitely about the
same topic, “negative” – if the articles definitely
talk about different topics, or “neutral” – if it can-
not be definitively said whether or not the articles
talk about the same topic. The expert also gave
comments on most of the negative cases. As seen
in Figure 2, the percentage of negative labels grows
with the decline of the similarity score. Therefore,
we conclude that the cosine similarity indeed rep-
resents the semantic similarity of texts as seen by
a human expert, and since the percentage of pos-
itive texts with labels between 0.6 and 0.7 is ap-
prox. 52%, there is no need to decrease the lower
similarity threshold. There are 1257 “positive”,
470 “negative”, and 192 “neutral” article pairs in
the dataset. Therefore, 65.5% of the data is “pos-
itive”, 24.5% is “negative”, and 10% is “neutral”.
These assessments can be used for classifying ar-
ticle pairs automatically, allowing for the creation
of larger parallel datasets from the remaining Yle
news archives.

The most common reasons for giving a pair of
articles a “negative” or “neutral” score were as
such:

• Easy Finnish article is about a completely dif-
ferent topic.

• Easy Finnish article covers a similar topic but
does not exactly match the original article for
various reasons (e.g., time, location, different
focus).

Figure 2: Percentages of labels given by the expert. X-axis is
the approximated cosine similarity, y-axis is the percentage.

• Easy Finnish article cannot be mapped to one
original article but compiles information from
several original articles.

It should be noted that some topics like Brexit,
coronavirus, or weather forecasts were challeng-
ing to evaluate, especially when no particular time
markers were mentioned. Due to the number of
news on the same topic being too high, it was
sometimes difficult to establish if two similar ar-
ticles were definitely talking about the same event.
There were also cases when the Easy Finnish arti-
cle covered a topic relevant to the entire country of
Finland, but the Standard Finnish article was lim-
ited only to one particular region (e.g., Lapland).

During the assessment, the expert compared
the simplification strategies they saw in the
Easy Finnish articles to the Easy Finnish Indica-
tor/Selkomittari 2.0.8 Selkomittari is a document
that outlines the criteria for assessing how simple
the text is. However, we did not use it to deter-
mine the quality of simplification but to see which
strategies Easy Language content authors use in
their work. According to the expert, the following
characteristics are present in most of the simplified
articles:

• The text mainly contains general vocabulary
evaluated as familiar to the readers.

• The text does not contain lots of long words.

• The text contains no figures of speech that
require creative reasoning to understand (to
chip away at something, brain drain, etc.).

8https://selkokeskus.fi/wp-content/
uploads/2022/04/Selkokielen-mittari-2.
0.pdf
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index in
selko

index in
regular

selko text regular text cos sim status comments

3-
10973979 0

3-
10972641

Raakaöljyn hinta on nous-
sut tänään melkein 10
prosenttia. Hinnannousun
syy ovat Saudi-Arabiaan
lauantaina tehdyt iskut...

Öljyn hinta nousi en-
emmän kuin Iranin
vallankumouksen tai
Kuwaitin sodan alettua.
Öljyn hinta lähti odote-
tusti jyrkkään nousuun
markkinoiden avauduttua
maanantaiaamuna...

0,84402 Positive Small difference in
selkonews: last sen-
tence

Table 1: An example of a dataset entry. The “index in selko” column includes the index of the entire entry in the Kielipankki
dataset and the paragraph number after the underscore. Copyright: Yleisradio Oy, Finnish Broadcasting Company (Yle).

• The text contains high, precise numerical fig-
ures only if this is justified by its topic. If
necessary, figures are approximated.

• Figures, numbers, units of measure, and rela-
tionships between numbers are presented vi-
sually.

• The text contains no abbreviations or
acronyms, except for established ones which
are better recognized as abbreviations than if
written out in full (PDF, DVD).

• The text does not contain many language
structures rated difficult.

• Clauses and sentences are mainly short.

• The text contains no words that have several
different elements, such as derivative affixes,
inflectional suffixes, and clitics.

• Sentence structures are simple. For the most
part, they only have one subordinate clause.

It should be noted that in some cases, the vo-
cabulary of Easy Finnish articles was not easy.
For example, the expert has encountered the word
amurinleopardikissapariskunta (the pair of Amur
leopards), which was not used even in the origi-
nal news article. Other cases of not-so-easy lin-
guistic constructions found by the expert include
complex sentence structures (in one case, a long
sentence with four subordinate clauses) and col-
loquialisms without any additional comments on
their meaning. There were also Easy Finnish arti-
cles that just summarized the original ones with no
sentence-level simplification.

Obviously, not everything needs to be simpli-
fied. Sometimes, the authors of Easy Finnish texts
will use complex words or constructions if they

consider it necessary based on their expertise. The
only reason we need to point out that sometimes
the Easy Finnish articles might have “difficult”
sentences is for other researchers to be aware of
such cases. For example, suppose someone wants
to make a sentence-aligned dataset based on Stan-
dard and Easy Finnish news to train an automatic
text simplification model on. In that case, filtering
out the not-so-easy Easy Finnish sentences may be
beneficial before training.

5 Conclusions

We have described the creation of a parallel
Finnish–Easy Finnish dataset based on news arti-
cles. With the help of a human assessor, we eval-
uated the automatically aligned pairs of articles,
which helped us to determine the optimal similar-
ity threshold and identify various cases of incorrect
or ambiguous alignments. We also describe some
of the simplification strategies used by authors dur-
ing the creation of Easy Finnish articles.

This resource is now available for down-
load on Kielipankki under the CLARIN ACA –
NC license: http://urn.fi/urn:nbn:fi:
lb-2022111625. The dataset can be used to
study the linguistic properties of simplified Finnish
and for various natural language processing ap-
plications. For example, it can be used for low-
resource simplification or summarization. An ex-
ample dataset entry can be seen in Table 1.

Some steps can be taken to improve our data col-
lection procedures further. For example, a valuable
contribution would be to find a way to match Easy
Finnish articles to Swedish sources or Standard
Finnish ones from different dates without it be-
ing too computationally expensive. Currently, we
are working on extending the dataset and adding
sentence-to-sentence alignments to create a more
extensive dataset suitable for text simplification.
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1 Introduction
As the volume of data for Machine Transla-
tion (MT) grows, the need for models that can
perform well in specific use cases, like patent and
medical translations, becomes increasingly impor-
tant. Unfortunately, generic models do not work
well in such cases, as they often fail to handle
domain-specific style and terminology. Only us-
ing datasets that cover domains similar to the tar-
get domain to train MT systems can effectively
lead to high translation quality (for a domain-
specific use-case) (Wang et al., 2017; Pourmostafa
Roshan Sharami et al., 2021; Pourmostafa Roshan
Sharami et al., 2022). This highlights the limita-
tion of data-driven MT when trained on general-
domain data, regardless of dataset size.

To address this challenge, researchers have im-
plemented various strategies to improve domain-
specific translation using Domain Adaptation (DA)
methods (Saunders, 2022; Sharami et al., 2023).
The DA process involves initially training a
generic model, which is then fine-tuned using a
domain-specific dataset (Chu and Wang, 2018).
One approach to generating a domain-specific
dataset is to select similar data from generic cor-
pora for a specific language pair, and then uti-
lize both general (to train) and domain-specific (to
fine-tune) parallel corpora for MT. In line with
this approach, we developed a language-agnostic
Python tool implementing the methodology pro-
posed by Sharami et al. (2022). This tool uses
monolingual domain-specific corpora to generate
a parallel in-domain corpus, facilitating data selec-
tion for DA.

The tool’s operation requires three inputs: (i)
a parallel generic corpus for the source language,
(ii) a parallel generic corpus for the target lan-
guage (iii) a monolingual domain-specific corpus
for the source language. Additionally, users can in-
put their desired number of selected data as an op-

© 2023 The authors. This article is licensed under a Creative
Commons 4.0 licence, no derivative works, attribution, CC-
BY-ND.

tional parameter. Once these inputs are provided,
the pre-trained S-BERT (Reimers and Gurevych,
2019) model is employed to transform inputs (i)
and (iii) using Siamese and triplet networks. We
reduced the original word embedding dimension
from 768 to 32 using PCA (Jolliffe, 2011) to make
it less computationally expensive. If the size of
the corpus (iii) is exceeded by the desired number
of selected data, the generic corpora are split into
multiple equal parts, and each of these parts is used
separately in the subsequent step.

The final step involves using semantic search to
find generic sentences that are similar to domain-
specific data. This is done by comparing the vec-
tors of sentences and ranking them based on their
cosine similarity score. The sentence with the
highest similarity score is labeled as Top 1, while
the one with the lowest similarity score is labeled
as Top N . The default value for N is 5, which is
based on the original research paper, but users can
choose a different value for N . For each split, the
tool then creates a CSV file that includes informa-
tion about the domain-specific sentence (labeled as
Query), the top selected source and target sen-
tences (labeled as topNsrc and topNtrg), and their
corresponding similarity scores. By concatenat-
ing the CSV columns generated, one can obtain as
much data as previously requested.

Our tool is particularly useful to the MT com-
munity as it addresses the scarcity of parallel
domain-specific data across different language
pairs. By using our tool, users can seamlessly
select domain-specific data from generic corpora
to train a domain-specific MT model. This tool
is typically used when there is a lack of domain-
specific data or when only monolingual data is
available. However, our tool is generic and not
limited to the size of the domain-specific data.

Our tool is licensed under the MIT License
and is accessible to the public for free at
https://github.com/JoyeBright/
DataSelection-NMT/tree/main/
Tools_DS.
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MutNMT, an open-source NMT tool for educational purposes
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We present MutNMT,1 an open-source web ap-
plication for educational purposes to introduce
non-experts to NMT. The tool, developed within
the MultiTraiNMT project2 along with other train-
ing materials (a book3 and activities4), gathers the
feedback of academic and industrial project part-
ners and also external collaborators.

MutNMT is based on open-source code from
JoeyNMT (Kreutzer et al., 2019),5 an open-source
minimalist neural machine translation toolkit also
for educational purposes. It uses its Transformer
architecture to train NMT models. A new feature
to extract the n-best list of translation candidates
was contributed to JoeyNMT from MutNMT.

MutNMT provides a user-friendly interface to
manage the full process of building an NMT
system, provided that training data is available,
through different sections: 1) data set uploader and
library for own and shared data sets, 2) engines li-
brary providing access to own or shared models,
their details and a full training log, 3) training sec-
tion where users can select corpora and set training
parameters, 4) translation section for short texts
and documents, 5) model inspection and compari-
son among models section, 6) evaluation with au-
tomatic metrics and, finally 7) administration of
users and monitoring of processes and server.

The tool was conceived for an educational en-
vironment with very limited computational capa-
bilities, e.g. a server with 2-4 GPUs. There are

© 2023 The authors. This article is licensed under a Creative
Commons 4.0 licence, no derivative works, attribution, CC-
BY-ND.
1https://github.com/Prompsit/mutnmt
2https://www.multitrainmt.eu/index.php/
3Machine translation for everyone: Empowering users in the
age of artificial intelligence https://langsci-press.
org/catalog/book/342
4https://github.com/jaspock/mt4everyone
5https://github.com/joeynmt/joeynmt

3 different roles: beginners (not allowed to train),
experts (allowed to train) and administrators. To
train a new model, 1-hour training slots are allo-
cated and can be resumed for an additional hour
slot. To provide a good experience to users, opti-
mal ranges for data sizes and training parameters
were estimated. Training sets are limited to 500k
sentence pairs, and development and test sets to
5k. Customisable parameters as vocabulary, beam
or batch size, validation frequency, stopping con-
dition and duration are also constrained.

An engaged community of users is starting
to arise around MutNMT. Some instances have
been deployed successfully in different universi-
ties and are being actively used to train students
and professional translators. The MultiTraiNMT
project official instance provided by the Univer-
sitat Autònoma de Barcelona6 currently has 560
users from a variety of companies and research in-
stitutions mainly related to translation technology
training. Access only requires a Google account
or no requirement for the demo version. Further
development plans include new roles for research-
oriented experiments with more flexible training
time and data sizes, API usage, usage integrated
with CAT-tools and further evaluation metrics.
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